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H I G H L I G H T S

Imaging and confocal microscopy for
size and shape characterization of pow-
ders.
Technique provides three characteristic
lengths for 1000s of cuboidal particles.
Accurate and rapid 3D characterization
of particle size and shape distribution.
Complements existing process analytical
technology to evaluate solid form prod-
ucts.
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A B S T R A C T

The presence of needle- and plate-like particles has detrimental consequences on their downstream processing
in the fine chemicals sector. Therefore, the ability to accurately characterize the particle size and shape is
essential to quantify and predict their impact on the product processability. Nonetheless, tools to characterize
both the size and shape of ensembles of cuboidal particles are seldom available. The overarching goal of
this work is to provide a fast and accurate offline size and shape characterization tool. To this aim, we have
designed and experimentally validated a combined imaging and chromatic confocal microscopy technique. We
propose two modes of operation: one that facilitates the accurate 3D reconstruction of particles; and the other
that facilitates their rapid characterization. We validate the performance of our technique using a commercial
technique. We show that our technique can accurately characterize thousands of particles, making it a valuable
addition to existing process analytical technology.
. Introduction

Particle size and shape distribution (PSSD) impacts processing, han-
ling and end-product quality of powders [1] in several sectors in-
luding sedimentology [2], food industry [3], agriculture [4], fine
hemicals [5], materials science [6] and magnetism [7]. In the fine
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chemicals sector, the PSSD has an impact on the packing density [8],
thermal conductivity [9], filtration performance [10–12], flowabil-
ity [13,14], dosing [15,16], tabletability [17], dissolution rate [18] and
solubility [19], to name a few. As a result, there has been a significant
momentum over the last two decades to alter the PSSD using techniques
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that employ controlled cooling crystallization [20,21], milling [22–24],
temperature cycling [25–28], additives [29–33], or a combination of
these. To facilitate the evaluation of the effect of the aforementioned
techniques on the PSSD, being in possession of an accurate and robust
tool to characterize the particle size and shape is a key prerequisite.

Traditionally, it is common practice in both an academic and an
industrial setting to measure a single characteristic length of the parti-
cles [34], often assuming a spherical shape for any arbitrarily shaped
particle. Tools such as the resistive pulse sensing, focused beam re-
flectance measurement and laser diffraction have been applied to mon-
itor processes aimed at altering the particle size distributions [24,35–
37]. To allow monitoring of the particle shape, some efforts have
been invested in obtaining multiple characteristic lengths from chord
length distributions, but with moderate success [38–42]. Other size
characterization techniques for powder and biomass materials such as
sieving or elutration can be employed to undertake a physical particle
size separation. However, these methods require considerable amounts
of material for the analysis, which can pose challenges when employed
in fine chemical industries, where sample quantity is limited during
the research and development phase [43]. Spherical approximation
of particles, often used in these approaches, has been shown to give
an insufficient characterization especially in cases where the particles
exhibit a needle- or plate-like shape [44].

To obtain multiple characteristic lengths, the most widely avail-
able and ideal approach involves employing imaging techniques. Over
the years, single- and dual-projection imaging techniques, both online
and offline, have been employed to obtain two characteristic lengths
for elongated particles [28,45–51], a shape which is often observed
in crystallization processes. The adoption of imaging techniques to
characterize the PSSD has led to undertaking process modeling for
the description of fundamental phenomena like growth, dissolution,
milling, and process design and control for the manipulation of both
the particle size and shape [12,21,27,32,52–59]. Interested readers are
directed to three recent reviews on crystalline particle [60,61] and soil
particle [62] characterization techniques and their applications.

Cuboidal, especially plate-like, particles are also often encountered
alongside elongated particles. To accurately characterize such parti-
cles, using a simple geometric model, one requires three characteristic
lengths, i.e., length, width, and thickness. X-ray Computed Tomography
(XCT) [62–68], offline stereoscopic imaging [69,70], digital hologra-
phy [71] and fluorescence confocal microscopy combined with image
processing [72] are some of the techniques that are capable of accurate
3D reconstruction of single or several particles. Despite their ability
to fully reconstruct the 3D shape, these techniques have associated
disadvantages in terms of the minimum resolution or the time taken to
characterize an ensemble of particles. Techniques such as white light
interferometry [73], laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) [62,
74], and more recently the DISCO [75,76] are able to estimate the
three characteristic lengths of ensembles of particles. However, white
light interferometry finds it challenging to measure particles with low
reflectivity. The LSCM gives superior resolution and can completely
reconstruct the 3D shape, but is relatively slow and could take in the
order of hours to characterize a population of a few thousand particles.
These two issues associated with the reflectivity and measurement time
are tackled by the DISCO, which was built to characterize the size and
shape of crystal populations in real-time in an order of few minutes.
Alas, given the design and the operation of the DISCO, which is a dual-
projection imaging setup, the accuracy of the measurement is closely
tied to the particle orientation with respect to its two cameras [75].
Therefore, the end-user has to choose between speed and accuracy of
the measurement.

To address the aforementioned shortcomings, we have conceptu-
alized and built an offline characterization device which combines
two independent techniques: single-projection imaging and chromatic
confocal microscopy. The former is used to detect and estimate two
2

of the three characteristic lengths, i.e. the length and the width of
crystals dispersed on a substrate [47]. The latter, chromatic confocal
sensor (CCS), is used to estimate the third characteristic length, i.e. the
thickness of the crystals [77]. The resolution along the thickness of
the particles for the CCS is as high as LSCM, but in contrast the CCS
measurement can be modified to become faster than the LSCM mea-
surement. Additionally, as the particles are dispersed on a substrate,
the effect of particle orientation on the accuracy of the measurement,
as observed with the DISCO, is circumvented. Therefore, the proposed
technique can complement traditional offline techniques used both in
an academic and industrial setting, to provide a more accurate and
faster characterization of cuboidal particles.

The article is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, we provide
an overview of the proposed technique, hardware, and software used
to obtain the particle size and shape of cuboidal particles. Second, in
Section 3, we explain the methods used to obtain ensembles of cuboidal
particles used in the experimental studies. Third, in Section 4, we eval-
uate the performance of the proposed technique in terms of its accuracy
by comparing the measurements with a commercial technique. Finally,
in Section 5, we present a rapid characterization of the size and shape
of cuboidal particles using our proposed technique and evaluate its
performance both in terms of time and accuracy.

2. Measurement device

In this section, we provide the conceptual working of the combined
camera and chromatic confocal sensor (CCS) setup (Section 2.1), the
hardware (Section 2.2) and the software framework (Section 2.3) of
the proposed technique. The terms particle, crystal and object are used
interchangeably, as well as, height and thickness.

2.1. Overview of the proposed technique

The proposed technique combines a camera for the identification
and 2D characterization of crystals dispersed on a substrate, as ex-
plained elsewhere [47], with a chromatic confocal sensor (CCS) to
obtain the third characteristic length leading to a 3D characterization.
The CCS provides a single-point measurement which can be utilized
to characterize surface roughness, surface thickness, and reconstruct
3D profiles of round and freeform surfaces [78]. Within the context of
characterizing PSSDs of crystalline powders, CCS has never been used.

A typical CCS setup is composed of a light source, a beam splitter,
a lens, and a filtering pinhole. Light from a chromatic light source
incident on a lens, is dispersed to its visible colors, resulting in a cone
of light. This cone of light is characterized by the different wavelengths
at different distances, as visualized in Fig. 1. A spectrometer detects the
reflected light from the sample and when an object is in the measuring
range of the CCS, its surface is visible as a high intensity peak. Since
the distance from the object is proportional to the wavelength of
the reflected light, it is possible to calibrate the position of a given
point within the measuring range with nanometer accuracy (usually
calibrated by the CCS manufacturer).

Since the aforementioned workflow provides the thickness or height
of the particle only at a single point, to scan an area, one can implement
a translational mechanical motion [79]. Here, the sensor scans multiple
points on the object to obtain a topographic image. In this work,
the translational motion is achieved through a motorized XY -stage.
Subsequently, using the signal obtained by the CCS from the object and
the substrate (Fig. 1), we can calculate the object’s thickness.

In contrast to the usual applications of CCS-based microscopy, in our
application we need to scan thousands of particles, dispersed over an
area of a few thousand square millimeters. This is an overwhelmingly
large area to scan with a micro-scale XY resolution. We circumvent this
issue through a two-step process. First, we detect the particles in our
substrate using the imaging camera and we map their location on the
XY plane. Second, we use the CCS to scan only the area that includes
the identified particles. This avoids scanning the area on the substrate
that is free of any particles and leads to saving in excess of 90% of the

scanning time.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed combined imaging and chromatic confocal microscopy setup. The key contribution from this work stems from the addition of a chromatic
confocal sensor to a previously reported imaging setup [47]. In this sensor, a light source is sent through a splitter and subsequently directed to a chromatic dispersive lens. The
resulting cone of light from the lens, incident on a particle/surface, leads to different wavelengths focused at different heights. The light reflected from the surface is analyzed
using the spectrometer and using a predefined calibration, the height of the surface is obtained. The combined imaging and chromatic confocal microscopy setup facilitates a 3D
reconstruction of particles.
2.2. Hardware

A schematic of the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 1. An
additional photograph of the setup illustrating the full list of parts
is shown in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material. Prior to the
measurement, the crystalline powder (≈25 mg) is dispersed with air at
2 barg on an acrylic substrate (The University of Manchester workshop,
Manchester, England) using a custom built powder disperser [47].
The substrate is then placed on a XY -stage (ASR100B120B-E03, Zaber
Technologies Inc., Vancouver, Canada). A linear Z-stage (X-LSM050-
E, Zaber Technologies Inc., Vancouver, Canada) is used to focus on
the dispersed particles in the image captured by the camera (Basler
ace acA2440-20gm Monochrome GigE Camera, Basler AG, Ahrensburg,
Germany). A magnifying lens (4.0X SilverTL magnifying lens, Edmund
Optics, York, England), is attached to the camera, which is backlit
illuminated using a telecentric backlight illuminator (60 mm, Edmund
Optics, York, England), through an opening in the breadboard (Thor-
labs LTD, Ely, England) that holds the setup. The resulting real-world
size (i.e., combined camera-lens system) of the pixels is 0.8625 μm ×
0.8625 μm. The Z-stage holds the CCS (model DT2405-3, Micro Epsilon
UK LTD, Birkenhead, England) attached alongside the camera. The CCS
has a spot size of 9 μm, a measuring range of 3 mm, a working distance
of 20 mm, a Z-resolution of 40 nm, and is operated with an exposure
time of 2500 μs to accurately characterize low reflecting crystal sur-
faces. The XY -stage is programmed to move in a squarewave pattern
to obtain images using the camera/lens system. Subsequently, upon
detection of the crystals, using the protocol discussed in Section 2.3,
the Z-stage moves to bring the particle within the measuring range of
the CCS. This step of moving the Z-stage is repeated for all the particles
within the scan area.

To evaluate the accuracy of the aforementioned technique, the
size and shape characterization measurements of particle populations
were compared to the ones obtained from laser scanning confocal
microscopy, LSCM (VK-X200, Keyence, Osaka, Japan). The objective
lens with the smallest magnification, 10x, was used for LSCM, which
3

has a field of view of 1350 μm × 1012 μm. Each topographic image was
obtained at the lowest resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels for high speed
scans with a vertical step size of 4 μm. The laser source has a wavelength
of 408 nm (violet).

2.3. Software

In this section, the data acquisition and data processing of the CCS
and the LSCM measurements are described. Due to the differences in
the software of the instruments, the data acquisition steps of both the
techniques differ significantly. However, to facilitate a fair comparison
of the results obtained from the two techniques, the data processing
approach employed is similar.

Data acquisition. The data acquisition (step A to E) and data processing
(step F and G) methodology used in this work is visualized in Fig. 2.
First, for the proposed setup, grayscale images of a predefined area are
acquired using the camera (step A). Second, the grayscale images are
binarized (step B) using the imbinarize function from the Image
Processing Toolbox of MATLAB [80], which performs a background
separation by employing Otsu’s method to calculate a global thresh-
old [81]. Third, the binarized images are stitched to form a single
image of the predefined area (step C) using the methodology explained
elsewhere [47]. Fourth, the boundaries of the connected objects on
the images are identified using the bwboundaries function from the
Image Processing Toolbox of MATLAB [80] and a rectangular box is
fitted around each of them, shown in red (step D). To ensure that the
imaged particle is inside the scanned area and to acquire sufficient
points from the surface of the substrate for baselining, the CCS scans
an area larger than the area of the rectangular box shown in step D.
Since the CCS acquires data from a single spot, the 𝑋𝑌 -stage performs
a squarewave motion, composed of 30 lines as shown in step E(a),
simultaneously recording the [𝑋, 𝑌 ] position and the time 𝑡. As the
stage moves, the CCS records the distance 𝑟 of the surface from the
sensor as a function of time 𝑡, as shown in step E(b). In contrast to
the LSCM measurement, due to the design of the proposed setup, the
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Fig. 2. Flowchart illustrating the data acquisition and data processing steps for the proposed technique (CCS) and the laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM). Examples of
each of the key steps (A through G) from real experiments are also provided alongside. Data acquisition involves (A) acquiring grayscale images from the camera (CCS) or height
map (LSCM), (B) binarizing images (CCS and LSCM), (C) stitching the binarized images (CCS and LSCM), (D) locating the crystals in the binarized image (CCS and LSCM), and
(E) finally, scanning each particle by the chromatic confocal sensor using a squarewave motion of the 𝑋𝑌 -stage and obtaining the height map, i.e. height 𝑟 vs. time 𝑡 (CCS).
Data processing involves (F) preprocessing the height data by performing a noise removal and (G) eventually, reconstructing the 3D shape of the imaged particle and evaluating
different thickness metrics (CCS and LSCM).
𝑋𝑌 position and the distance 𝑟 are obtained from two independent
devices at different frequencies. Thus, the data from the two sensors
is interpolated with respect to time 𝑡, using the interp2 function of
MATLAB, to 3D reconstruct the scanned particle.

In LSCM, the acquisition of data is slightly different, i.e. a topo-
graphic image (height map) of a large scanned area (including the
empty space in-between particles) is obtained. The topographic image
(step A) is then converted to a binary image (step B). The binary images
are subsequently stitched (step C) and then the particles are separated
from the background. A rectangular box is fitted around each imaged
4

particle (step D). Finally, the location of the detected crystals is used
to obtain the height map of individual particles from the scanned area.

Data processing. After the height data is obtained from both tech-
niques, several data processing steps are undertaken. First, a baseline
correction is applied. As seen in Fig. 2E (b), the raw data obtained
from the sensor corresponds to the distance to the object that first
reflects the light (this distance equals the position in the measuring
range mentioned in Fig. 1). This could either be the surface of the
particles or the surface of the substrate. Hence, to obtain the thickness
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of the actual particle, the distance to the particle is subtracted from
the distance to the substrate (in this example the substrate is at ≈
100 μm). To identify the points that correspond to the substrate and to
the particle, Otsu’s method using the multithresh function from the
mage Processing Toolbox of MATLAB is employed [80]. This classifies
he acquired points into two groups: a group with larger distances
hat corresponds to the substrate; and one with smaller distances that
orresponds to the particle. Subsequently, a plane is fitted through the
oints corresponding to the substrate using the pcfitplane function

from the Computer Vision Toolbox of MATLAB [82]. Using the fitted
plane as a reference, all the acquired data points are baseline corrected.
This baseline correction also helps correct any errors arising from a
tilted substrate. An identical processing is also performed for the height
maps acquired from LSCM. Second, a noise removal step is applied on
all the acquired data (step F). This is required as the data from CCS and
LSCM measurements can be noisy due to the reflection from the edges
of the particles and/or long exposure times of the sensor. To this aim,
a combination of moving median and moving average filters is applied
on the reshaped 𝑋𝑌 vs. 𝑍 data using the movmedian and movmean
unctions of MATLAB, respectively.

article reconstruction and characterization. Finally, using the prepro-
essed data from the sensors, the particle is reconstructed in the 3D
pace and three characteristic lengths are computed (step G). First,
he length 𝐿1 and width 𝐿2 are simply obtained by fitting an area-
onserved bounding box on the projections of particles from the cam-
ra, using the methodology described elsewhere [47]. Second, the
hickness is obtained from the height data of the CCS/LSCM measure-
ents. Any object thinner than 2 μm (cut-off) is discarded from the
easurement. In this work, we have assigned a specific thickness to
particle by using the maximum 𝑀 , the median 𝑚 or the mean 𝜇 of

he preprocessed height data for each particle.
The final output, i.e. the 3D reconstruction along with the projec-

ions, of three crystals of three different compounds (see Section 3
or production methodology) using the proposed technique and LSCM
s shown in Fig. 3. Note that these crystals have different sizes and
hapes. Based on the reconstruction and the extracted thickness (using
hree different metrics) from the two techniques, it must be evident
he resulting outcome is qualitatively comparable. Despite the data
reprocessing step, some of the peaks observed in the reconstruction
annot be avoided and in most cases these can be attributed to noise
n the measurement.

. Materials

Commercially available steel feeler gauges (Hotop, Hong Kong)
ere used to provide a first comparison of the measurement accuracy

see Section 4.1). Single crystals of tolfenamic acid (Fluorochem LTD,
adfield, England, 98.0%) and benzoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, Gilling-
am, England, 99.0%) were used to compare the 3D reconstructed par-
icles from the two techniques (see Section 4.1). Crystals of tolfenamic
cid form IX were crystallized from solution using the methodology
escribed previously [83] and crystals of benzoic acid were obtained
y crystallizing them from water by slow evaporation. Finally, the
omparison of 3D reconstruction, of individual size and shape char-
cteristics and of distributions between the proposed technique and
SCM were evaluated using three different crystalline compounds (see
ections 4.1 and 4.2). We used (a) l-ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich,
illingham, England, 99.0%) as received from the manufacturer and

ieved (75 μm to 150 μm); (b) benzamide (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham,
ngland, 99.0%) recrystallized from isopropanol (Honeywell UK LTD,
racknell, England, 99.5%) by crash cooling from 40 to 20 ◦C; and (c)
spirin (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, England, 98.0%) grown in ethanol
VWR Chemicals, Lutterworth, England, 99.9%) by slow linear cooling
40 to 20 ◦C in 4 h).
5

4. Performance evaluation of the proposed imaging technique

Here, we evaluate the accuracy of our proposed technique by com-
paring it with the measurements obtained using the well established
laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), using the methodology
described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, by undertaking an experimental
campaign. First, in Section 4.1, we perform a one-to-one comparison of
the size and shape characteristics obtained from the two techniques on
steel feeler gauges and single crystals. We subsequently rationalize the
choice of the thickness metric to be used to characterize the third length
of the particles. Second, in Section 4.2, we present the 3D PSSDs and 1D
thickness distribution of three populations (of three model compounds)
that exhibit different size and shape characteristics.

4.1. Evaluation of individual size and shape characteristics

In this section, we perform a one-to-one comparison of the size and
shape characteristics obtained from the CCS and LSCM on different
systems. First, we compare the two techniques by measuring the thick-
ness of steel feeler gauges whose actual thickness ranges from 40 μm
o 80 μm. Second, we compare the 3D reconstruction of millimeter-
ized single crystals of benzoic acid (angled with rough surface) and
olfenamic acid (smooth and low reflective surface). Third, we compare
he size and shape characteristics of hundreds of individual crystals of
-ascorbic acid, benzamide, and aspirin.

For the first test, we used three feeler gauges with a thickness
of 40 μm, 50 μm, and 80 μm. Since we could not obtain a certification
for their accuracy, we used the LSCM measurements as reference.
Following the data acquisition and processing methodology described
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, with our proposed technique we obtained
thicknesses of 43.2, 50.0, and 76.6 μm, while with the LSCM we
obtained thicknesses of 42.5, 54.1 and 73.6 μm. The 3D reconstruction
of these three cases for the two techniques are illustrated in Figure S2 in
the Supplementary Material. These results show that the measurement
outcome from the two techniques are comparable and we observe a
maximum deviation of 4 μm between them. We have found that this
an be affected by two factors. First, in contrast to LSCM, the CCS mea-
urement is performed while the XY -stage is moving. Therefore, any

vibration from the stage can introduce measurement errors. Second, the
highly reflective surface of the gauges leads to more noise on the CCS
data than the LSCM. The former problem is unavoidable, however, it
leads to a negligible error. While the latter does not exist when dealing
with crystalline particles due to their low reflective surface.

For the second test, we compare the size and shape characteristics,
through the 3D reconstruction of millimeter-sized benzoic acid and
tolfenamic acid crystals obtained from the two techniques. The recon-
structed crystals are visualized in Fig. 4. To facilitate a fair comparison,
we rebinned the height maps along the 𝑋 and the 𝑌 dimensions for
both the techniques (panels c through f) with a bin size of 50 μm.
Subsequently, the mean height of the points that constitute a given
bin is visualized. Apart from the actual height in each bin, we also
computed the difference in the mean height (in each bin) 𝛥𝑍 obtained
from the two techniques (panels g and h) to identify regions of the
particle that might have poor measurement accuracy. It must be evident
that if both techniques have identical performance, then 𝛥𝑍 = 0. From
Fig. 4, we can make two observations. First, qualitatively the shape of
the crystals imaged from the two techniques appear identical. Second,
the difference in the height obtained from the two techniques is close
to 0 μm for the bulk of both crystals (silver region). However, we can
observe differences between the two techniques close to the edges of
the crystals. This difference can be attributed to two factors. First,
for the characterization of the two crystals presented here, a lower
𝑋𝑌 resolution coupled with the inherent noise associated with the
techniques leads to bigger variation in computing the average height in
a given bin. Second, unlike CCS, the LSCM has the ability to measure
steeper angles (with limitations for low reflective surfaces [84]). This
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Fig. 3. Grayscale images (Grayscale, left panels), 3D reconstruction and thickness obtained from the proposed technique (CCS, middle panels) and laser scanning confocal microscopy
(LSCM, right panels), using the approach discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, for (a, b, c) l-ascorbic acid, (d, e, f) benzamide, and (g, h, i) aspirin. The corresponding thickness
metrics, maximum 𝑀 , median 𝑚, and mean 𝜇, extracted from the height map of particles are highlighted alongside the projections.
might lead to an inaccurate surface profiling of single particles when
using CCS, especially at the edges as seen in the case of tolfenamic
acid. As would be made clear through the discussion presented in the
subsequent sections, the discrepancies observed here are acceptable as
the bulk of the crystal is characterized to a very good accuracy using
the proposed technique.

For the third test, we compared the area, convexity, circularity,
and thickness, of hundreds of individual crystals of the three chosen
model compounds. Note that the same crystal was imaged using both
techniques. The former three characteristics are visualized through
parity plots in Fig. 5, obtained using equations provided in Section S3
in the Supplementary Material. We can make four observations. First,
in terms of the size of the particles (inferred from the projected area
in panel a), l-ascorbic acid crystals have the biggest size followed by
aspirin and benzamide. This is also confirmed by the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images provided in Fig. 6. Second, we see that the
projection area obtained from our setup 𝐴C is slightly bigger than
the one from the LSCM 𝐴L. This can be attributed to differences in
the optics and data acquisition employed in the two techniques. The
camera combined with the telecentric lens and illumination in the
proposed technique provides a sharper distinction between the object
and the background when compared to the low contrast, low resolution,
and front-lit topography image from the LSCM measurement. Third,
due to the underestimation of the area from the LSCM, the length
𝐿1 and width 𝐿2 will also be underestimated. This is reflected by
the square root of the area from the two measurements (see panel a)
6

that serves as a proxy to the two quantities. Fourth, the agreement on
the other two shape descriptors convexity 𝐶𝑋 and circularity 𝐶𝑅 (see
Section S3 in the Supplementary Material for definitions) between the
two techniques is poorer when compared to the area. The reason for
this discrepancy can again be attributed to the quality of the images
obtained from the LSCM. This effect will be particularly exacerbated
when dealing with faceted crystals instead of rectangular prisms.

The comparison of the thickness, obtained from the two techniques,
for the particles used in the aforementioned analysis is visualized as
parity plots in Fig. 6. As mentioned in Section 2.3, we obtained the
maximum 𝑀 , the median 𝑚, and the mean 𝜇 using the preprocessed
height data. We can make three observations. First, the l-ascorbic
acid crystals are thicker when compared to the other two compounds.
Second, irrespective of the metric and the compound, the thickness
evaluated for all the crystals lie around the 𝑦 = 𝑥 line. This indicates
a good agreement between the thickness evaluated from the proposed
technique and the LSCM measurements. Third, the deviation 𝜖, which
quantifies the average distance of the points to the 𝑦 = 𝑥 line for
each thickness metric, reveals that the thickness evaluated using the
mean 𝜇 has the least deviation and using the maximum 𝑀 has the
highest deviation. The higher deviation associated with the maximum
is expected for two reasons: (a) the inability to completely remove the
spikes in the signal during the noise removal step (Fig. 2 step F) and (b)
the ability of detecting certain peaks arising due to surface roughness,
by either of the two techniques (see Fig. 3f, where the mean 𝜇 and
median 𝑚 are identical but the maximum 𝑀 is off).
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Fig. 4. (a, b) Grayscale images and comparison of the height map obtained from the (c, d) proposed technique (CCS), (e, f) laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), and
(g, h) difference in the height 𝛥𝑍 obtained between the two techniques for millimeter-sized benzoic acid crystal (left panels) and tolfenamic acid crystal (right panels) using the
approach discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. In panels c through h, along both the X and the Y dimensions, a constant bin width of 50 μm was used.
Based on the analysis presented in this section, we can conclude
that the accuracy of the proposed technique, both in terms of the area
and the thickness, is in good agreement with the commercial LSCM
measurements. Also, the analysis – as expected – revealed that using
the mean of the height data obtained from individual crystals exhibits
lower differences between the two techniques when compared to the
median or the maximum. Therefore, in the next section, we will be
using the mean as the thickness metric to compare the 3D PSSD and
1D thickness distributions.
7

4.2. Evaluation of 1D and 3D distributions

In this section, we present the comparison of the distributions
obtained by characterizing ensembles of particles of different systems
from the two techniques. First, we compare the 3D PSSDs (i.e. ac-
counting for length, width, and thickness) of three compounds obtained
from the proposed technique with the PSSDs obtained from the LSCM
measurements, using the methodology described in Sections 2.2 and
2.3. Second, given the focus of the work on accurately characteriz-
ing the thickness of the particles, we also compare the 1D thickness
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Fig. 5. Parity plot of (a) square-root of projected area
√

𝐴𝑖, (b) convexity 𝐶𝑋𝑖,
nd (c) circularity 𝐶𝑅𝑖, obtained using equations provided in Section S3 in the
upplementary Material, for the proposed technique (CCS, 𝑖 = C) and laser scanning
onfocal microscopy (LSCM, 𝑖 = L) for several single crystals of l-ascorbic acid (square
arkers), benzamide (triangular markers), and aspirin (circular markers).

istributions of the aforementioned ensembles obtained from the two
echniques. The typical distribution consists of ≈ 40 000 particles for

the CCS measurements and ≈ 7500 particles for the LSCM measure-
ments. Here, we compare both the number- and volume-weighted
3D PSSDs and 1D thickness distributions of the three model com-
pounds, i.e. l-ascorbic acid, benzamide, and aspirin. The choice of
the type of distribution and the corresponding properties depends on
the application, e.g. kinetic parameter estimation, process control, to
name a few [85,86]. Note that the number-weighted distributions are
more sensitive to changes in the number of fines, when compared
8

Table 1
Number- and volume-weighted mean length 𝐿1, width 𝐿2, and thickness 𝑇 of the 3D-
PSSDs from the proposed technique (CCS) and the laser scanning confocal microscopy
(LSCM).

𝐿1 [μm] 𝐿2 [μm] 𝑇 [μm]

LSCM CCS LSCM CCS LSCM CCS

l-ascorbic acid N-weighted 120.9 121.4 83.4 83.6 34.3 34.5
V-weighted 162.0 179.9 113.7 124.2 48.2 52.2

Benzamide N-weighted 62.0 68.6 44.8 49.2 12.9 11.3
V-weighted 91.1 103.8 68.2 77.4 21.3 19.7

Aspirin N-weighted 122.1 116.6 59.1 59.4 26.0 24.3
V-weighted 210.0 207.5 103.1 103.5 46.9 42.5

to the volume-weighted distributions. Therefore, factors such as noise
in the measured data and resolution of the measurement device can
significantly affect the number-weighted distribution.

3D particle size and shape distributions. The discretized normalized 3D
PSSDs and the corresponding 2D marginal distributions for ensembles
of l-ascorbic acid, benzamide, and aspirin crystals are visualized in
Fig. 7. The corresponding mean aspect ratios 𝐿1∕𝐿2, 𝐿1∕𝑇 , and 𝐿2∕𝑇
is provided alongside the marginal distributions from the proposed
technique (brown) and the LSCM measurement (blue). The definitions
to compute these distributions are provided in Section S4 in the Sup-
plementary Material. We can make four observations. First, for all
the compounds, both the number- and volume-weighted distributions
obtained from the two techniques are qualitatively identical. Second,
the aspect ratios from all the distributions obtained using the two
techniques are comparable. Third, based on the aspect ratio values
it must be evident that all the three compounds exhibit a plate-like
shape (i.e. 𝐿1 > 𝐿2 ≫ 𝑇 ). The l-ascorbic acid population consists
mostly of large and chunky particles, hence both number- and volume-
weighted distributions are shifted toward larger sizes. The benzamide
population consists mostly of small particles shifting both number-
and volume-weighted distributions toward smaller sizes. Finally, the
aspirin population, due to a broad distribution of sizes with significant
amount of small particles, leads to a number-weighted distribution that
is shifted toward smaller sizes and volume-weighted distribution that is
shifted toward bigger sizes. These observations are also confirmed by
the SEM images presented in Fig. 6.

The number- and volume-weighted means 𝐿1, 𝐿2 and 𝑇 of the
3D distributions for the three compounds from the two measurement
techniques are provided in Table 1. Based on the values, it must be
clear that the means obtained from the two techniques are comparable.
The largest deviation in number-weighted mean length 𝐿1 is ≈ 7μm
benzamide), width 𝐿2 is ≈ 5μm (benzamide), and thickness 𝑇 is ≈ 2μm

(aspirin). The corresponding deviation in volume-weighted quantities
are ≈ 17 μm (l-ascorbic acid), ≈ 11 μm (l-ascorbic acid), and ≈ 5μm (as-
pirin), respectively. Note that on a relative scale, these values translate
to less than 10% deviation between the two techniques. The reason for
these discrepancies can again be attributed to the factors described in
the previous section. For the sake of brevity, the corresponding analysis
on the broadness of the distributions is provided in Table S1 in the
Supplementary Material and they exhibit a deviation which is as low
as the deviation presented here for the mean values.

1D thickness distributions. The discretized normalized 1D thickness dis-
tributions for the ensembles of l-ascorbic acid, benzamide, and aspirin
crystals, reported above are visualized in Fig. 8. The corresponding dis-
tribution properties D10 (triangular marker), 𝑇 (5-pointed star marker),
and D90 (6-pointed star marker) are highlighted in the plot and are
provided in Table S2 in the Supplementary Material. We can make four
observations. First, the distributions obtained from both the techniques
are qualitatively identical. Second, the average distribution properties
obtained from both the techniques are comparable. Third, both l-
ascorbic acid and aspirin exhibit a broad distribution of thickness.
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Fig. 6. Parity plot of thickness 𝑇𝑖 of several single crystals of (a) l-ascorbic acid, (b) benzamide, and (c) aspirin obtained for the proposed technique (CCS, 𝑖 = C) and laser
scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM, 𝑖 = L). Three different thickness metrics, namely, maximum 𝑀 (green markers), median 𝑚 (yellow markers), and mean 𝜇 (red markers) are
visualized for each model compound along with the deviation 𝜖, evaluated as the average distance of the points to the 𝑦 = 𝑥 line. A representative SEM image for each model
compound is also provided.
While benzamide has a narrow distribution with smaller thickness
when compared to the other two compounds. Finally, when calculating
the V-weighted thickness distributions, the differences in the area of
the particles measured with the two techniques will be transferred into
these distributions as well. According to Fig. 5, our technique always
gave larger areas when compared to the LSCM. This in turn will bias
the V-weighted thickness distribution to higher values. This is evident
from the overestimation of the V-weighted D90 of the l-ascorbic acid
and aspirin. In contrast, this effect is less pronounced for D10 due to
the smaller volume of particles.
9

Based on the comparison of the distributions presented in this
section, we can conclude that the proposed technique can accurately
characterize the 3D PSSD of cuboidal particles. Despite the differences
in the sizes and shapes, and optical properties of the compounds, we
have conclusively shown that our device can be applied to different
systems thereby proving its general applicability. However, it must be
kept in mind that accurate characterization of size and shape is just one
half of the puzzle. The other half is the speed of data acquisition and
processing. This forms the basis of the discussion presented in the next
section.
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Fig. 7. Discretized normalized number- (left panels) and volume-weighted (right panels) 3D-PSSDs, evaluated using equations provided in Section S4 in the Supplementary Material,
rom the proposed technique (CCS, brown) and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM, blue), for (a, b) l-ascorbic acid, (c, d) benzamide, and (e, f) aspirin. The corresponding

2D marginal distributions, obtained using equations provided in Section S4 in the Supplementary Material, and aspect ratio
[

𝐿1∕𝐿2 𝐿1∕𝑇 𝐿2∕𝑇
]

is highlighted alongside the 3D
PSSDs. The contour lines correspond to 0.1, 0.4 and 0.7 of each distribution. In all the panels, a constant bin size of 24 μm, 24 μm, and 12 μm was used along the 𝐿1, 𝐿2, and 𝑇
imensions, respectively.
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. Toward a faster size and shape characterization of cuboidal
articles

In this section, we present a faster approach using our technique
o characterize the size and shape of cuboidal particles. To this aim,
e propose a single-line scan using the CCS, instead of the full scan

onsisting of 30 line scans, used till this point following the method-
logy described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, to obtain the thickness of the
articles. In the previous section, we have shown that our technique
an detect and accurately characterize the size and shape of cuboidal
10

t

articles by performing a full scan. These measurements can be time
onsuming when characterizing thousands of particles, as will be clear
rom the discussion presented below. Therefore, to speed this up, we
an use a single-line scan, instead of 30 line scans, passing through
he centroid of each particle, to obtain the third characteristic length,
.e. thickness. The other two characteristic lengths, 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, can be
btained from the camera, as was the case with the full scan. Here,
e will analyze both the speed improvement (Section 5.1) and the
ccuracy (Section 5.2) offered by the single-line scan when compared

o the full scan and the LSCM measurements.
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t

Fig. 8. Discretized normalized number- 𝑃N (left panels) and volume-weighted 𝑃V (right panels) 1D thickness distribution, evaluated using the equations provided in Section S4 in
he Supplementary Material, from the proposed technique (CCS, brown) and laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM, blue), for (a, b) l-ascorbic acid, (c, d) benzamide, and
(e, f) aspirin. The corresponding distribution properties, namely, 10th percentile (D10, triangular marker), 90th percentile (D90, 6-pointed star marker), and the mean (5-pointed
star marker) of the thickness distribution 𝑇 are provided alongside. In all the panels, a constant bin width of 3 μm was used.
5.1. Characterization time benefits of a single-line scan

To evaluate the time improvement in characterizing the particles
using the single-line scan, we performed a computational study. We eval-
uated the overall data acquisition time 𝑡m for 50 000 crystals dispersed
on a substrate with area 𝐴m for each of the three techniques (LSCM, CCS
full scan, CCS single-line scan). To obtain the time in a computational
setting, we first randomly assigned a location to each of the 50 000
particles. In our computational study, we do not assume the particles
to have a specific size or shape, instead they are assumed to be a point.
In reality, these points can serve as a proxy for the centroid of the
particles. Subsequently, we quantify the times that correspond to each
technique. For our proposed technique, we approximated 𝑡m as the sum
of the image acquisition time, traveling time, and scan time. The image
acquisition time was assumed to be 1min cm−2. The speed of the 𝑋𝑌 -
stage while moving from one particle to the next (in this case one point
11
to the next) was assumed to be 2mm s−1. Therefore, with availability
of the total distance to be traveled to characterize all the particles,
we can find the total traveling time. We calculate the total distance
by implementing an algorithm that provides a rough approximation to
the shortest path to scan all the particles. Since, the thickness is not
evaluated yet, the image acquisition and the traveling time will be the
same for both single-line scan and full scan. Finally, the scan time of
each single-line scan was assumed to be at a constant 0.25 s. Thereby,
the scan time of the full scan, with 30 lines will be 7.5 s. Note that
the values reported above and the approach employed is comparable
to the one used in all the experimental measurements reported in
Section 4. For the LSCM measurement, the data acquisition speed
was assumed to be 24min cm−2. This was obtained from experimental
measurements and it corresponds to the setting that leads to the fastest
traveling speed from one frame to the next, lowest lateral resolution,
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Fig. 9. Overall data acquisition time 𝑡m to computationally characterize 50 000 particles,
using the methodology described in Section 5.1, for our proposed technique (CCS)
using the full scan (brown) and single-line scan (green), and the laser scanning confocal
microscopy (LSCM, blue). The area of the disperser used in the experimental setup
(dashed lines) and the measurement area corresponding to the experimental populations
of l-ascorbic acid, benzamide, and aspirin (dashed–dotted lines), characterized in
Section 4, are displayed alongside.

and the least number of confocal scans. Here, it is fair to point out that
LSCM could potentially be made faster in comparison to its current
commercial implementation. This can be achieved by adjusting the
scanning algorithm to measure only areas of interest, i.e., areas where
particles have been located in a preliminary scan in line with what we
have proposed in this work for our technique. Since it is a commercial
product, we were not in a position to explore this avenue in the context
of the present research.

In the results discussed below, the data acquisition time 𝑡m was
valuated over a range of measurement area 𝐴m. The different mea-
urement areas correspond to scenarios that lead to different particle
ensities i.e., number of particles per area of substrate. This area will
hange from one population to the other, due to different size and shape
haracteristics. The powder disperser used in our setup has an upper
imit on the sample volume that can be dispersed to ensure a uniform
ispersion [47].

The overall data acquisition time of the measurement 𝑡m of 50 000
articles for all the three techniques computed over a range of mea-
urement area 𝐴m, based on the approach described above, is shown
n Fig. 9. Two observations can be made. First, as expected, increasing
he measurement area 𝐴m increases the overall data acquisition time
m for all the three techniques. The increase in the acquisition time
or the LSCM measurement is more pronounced when compared to the
wo CCS scanning methods. This is attributed to the need to scan the
hole area, instead of scanning solely the particles as in the case of
ur proposed technique. While for the case of our proposed technique,
s the measurement area increases, the contribution of scanning time
tays constant and only the travel time increases as the particles are
ispersed further apart. Second, as expected, undertaking a single-line
can offers a significant reduction in the data acquisition time – almost
n order of magnitude – when compared to the full scan.

In addition to the above analysis, we have also identified the
easurement area corresponding to the experimental populations that
ere characterized in Section 4. The areas corresponding to these cases,
ighlighted using dashed-dotted lines, are also additionally shown in
ig. 9. It should be evident based on the discussion presented in the
revious section that due to the smaller size of benzamide particles,
he area required to disperse 50 000 particles is smaller than l-ascorbic
cid and aspirin. We can make two important observations. First, the
SCM measurement is faster than the full scan using our proposed
echnique when measuring the benzamide population. In contrast, the
12
pposite is observed when measuring the l-ascorbic acid and aspirin
opulations. The behavior for the latter two cases can be attributed
o the larger empty area between the particles in the images, which
eads to a larger area for the LSCM device to scan. This is circumvented
or the proposed technique, as the empty area between the particles is
ot characterized by the CCS. Second, in all three cases the single-line
can is the fastest option. The data acquisition time for LSCM and the
ingle-line scan are comparable, when the measurement area 𝐴m tends
o very small values. However, note that this case would be unrealistic,
s it becomes physically challenging to disperse 50 000 particles – sized
n the micrometer range – in an area smaller than the disperser area
dashed line) without a high degree of particle overlapping.

The overall data acquisition time for the single-line scan was not
imulated at the fastest conditions. Hence, there is more room for
mprovement: (a) by decreasing the time for a single-line scan; (b) by
ncreasing the traveling speed; and (c) by applying a time-optimal
lgorithm to compute the shortest traveling route. Nevertheless, it must
e clear that the single-line scan using our proposed technique provides
ignificant time benefits for the size and shape characterization. Keep-
ng this in mind, in the next section we will evaluate the measurement
ccuracy of the single-line scan and compare it with the other two
echniques.

.2. Measurement accuracy of a single-line scan

In the previous section, we have shown that the single-line scan can
rovide significant time benefits. In this section, we will evaluate the
easurement accuracy of the single-line scan and explore the effect of
easurement errors arising from four factors, namely, (a) number of
ata points obtained per particle from the CCS; (b) orientation of the
article projection; (c) error in the particle position resulting from the
ystematic error in the position of the 𝑋𝑌 -stage; and (d) shape of the
articles. Here, we will address this by simulating the single-line scan at
ifferent angles and different points on the surface of the particles for
he three experimental model compounds, and compare it to the full
can (from Section 4).

To simulate the height data obtained from the single-line scan, first,
e extracted the CCS points from the full scan (see Section 4.2) of

he three experimental model compound populations. Subsequently, we
imulate the single-line scan, by taking the CCS points on a single line at
arious angles 𝜃 and various displacements 𝐷 from the centroid of the
article, as highlighted using the green lines shown in Fig. 10 (panels
and b). First, we simulated the single-line scan at constant 𝐷 = 0μm
ith varying values of 𝜃 of [0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦], where 𝜃 = 0◦ corresponds

o the single-line scan being parallel to the 𝑋-axis of the 𝑋𝑌 -stage.
econd, we simulated the single-line scan at constant 𝜃 = 0◦ with varying
alues of 𝐷 of

[

0 μm 4 μm 8 μm 16 μm
]

. Here, the lateral error should
ot be more than 16 μm (according to the manufacturer), therefore,
his condition of 𝐷 serves as a worst case scenario. Note that the data
rocessing of the single-line scan is identical to the full scan, i.e., noise
emoval is performed on the raw height data, as shown in step F of
ig. 2. Since there is a single line of points across each particle from
he single-line scan, a 3D reconstruction is not possible. Therefore, the
hickness is calculated using the mean of the preprocessed height data,
s it was decided to be the most reliable thickness metric in Section 4.1.

Discretized normalized number-weighted 1D thickness distributions
rom the full scan (dashed brown) and simulated single-line scan (green),
f the three experimental model compounds at constant 𝐷 and con-
tant 𝜃, are illustrated in Fig. 10. As the errors are more clearly
ighlighted, we compare the number-weighted instead of the volume-
eighted distributions. We can make four observations. First, for both

ases, the thickness distribution obtained from single-line scan is in
ood qualitative agreement with the full scan. Second, the thickness
istributions obtained from the single-line scan simulated at various
ngles 𝜃 are nearly identical with the full scan. This was expected as
he crystals have equant-shaped projections i.e., squares in the cases
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Fig. 10. Discretized normalized number-weighted 1D thickness distribution 𝑃N, obtained using the equations provided in Section S4 in the Supplementary Material, from the full
scan (brown) and the single-line scan (green) of our proposed technique (CCS), for (c, d) l-ascorbic acid, (e, f) benzamide, and (g, h) aspirin. The panels on the left visualize
the distributions obtained at a constant line scan displacement 𝐷 i.e., varying line scan angle 𝜃 (0◦ to 135◦, shades of green) along with a representative schematic of conditions
imulated (panel a). The panels on the right visualize the distributions obtained at a constant line scan angle 𝜃 i.e., varying line scan displacement 𝐷 (0 μm to 16 μm, shades of

green) along with a representative schematic of conditions simulated (panel b). In panels d, f, and h, the red range line indicates the size range where 80% of the particles are
discarded in the case of single-line scan. In all the panels, a constant bin width of 3 μm was used.
d
3
(
d

f l-ascorbic acid and benzamide, and low-aspect ratio needles in the
ase of the aspirin. Third – even though not evident from the figure
for all the populations, the single-line scan leads to fewer particles

8%–10% less) being characterized when compared to the full scan.
his can be attributed to fewer CCS scan points, arising from a single-

ine, being used to compute the mean height. Hence, a large number
f small particles (<20 μm) will be discarded and if not, there will be
ignificant uncertainty in estimating the height accurately. This effect
s pronounced when the thickness distributions are broad, as in the
ase of l-ascorbic acid and aspirin. In these two cases, 80% of the
13
iscarded particles (red range line shown in panels d and h) are below
3 μm and 31 μm, respectively, which is roughly 30% of the overall span
≈ 100 μm) of the distribution. In the case of benzamide, 80% of the
iscarded particles (red range line shown in panels f) are below 20 μm,

which is roughly 70% of the overall span (≈ 35 μm) of the distribution.
Therefore, the normalized thickness distribution of benzamide appears
less affected – despite the loss in the particles – when compared to
the other two compounds. Finally, due to the same reasons presented
here, the effect of 𝐷 is more visible when compared to the effect of
𝜃. This is true especially for the cases of l-ascorbic acid and aspirin,
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when compared to benzamide. We can see that the probability density
of the former two compounds at smaller sizes (< 20 μm) decreases with
an increase in displacement 𝐷 (see zoomed-in area in panels d and h).

In the study presented in this section, the movement of the XY -stage
was simulated such that it moves parallel to the X -axis during each
single-line scan, thereby providing height data at 𝜃 = 0◦, as shown in
panel a of Fig. 10. Note that particles with a high aspect ratio along
𝐿1 and 𝐿2 with a thin 𝐿2 (e.g. acicular particles), could potentially
lead to measurements with a higher error when compared to the ones
presented here. This can be attributed to the low amount of height data
that would be obtained when the particle is not oriented parallel to the
𝑋-axis, which is the direction of the scan. For example, a single-line scan
at 𝜃 = 0◦ would provide less height data when compared to a single-
line scan performed at 𝜃 = 135◦ (see Fig. 10a). This is unfavorable as
the accuracy of characterizing such particles is inherently tied to their
width 𝐿2. As a suggestion, when implementing this methodology in
the experimental setup, one could circumvent this by programming the
𝑋𝑌 -stage to perform a single-line scan along the longest length (i.e., 𝐿1)
of the particle. This will increase the amount of height data collected by
the CCS and thereby increase the accuracy of the estimated thickness.

Based on the analysis presented in this section on the single-line
scan, we can safely make two statements. First, the single-line scan
presents a faster approach (10–20 times when compared to full scan) to
characterize the size and shape of thousands cuboidal particles. Second,
and most importantly, despite the inability to fully reconstruct the
particles in 3D, the single-line scan offers qualitatively similar measure-
ment accuracy when compared to the full scan. Note that irrespective
of the mode of operation of our proposed technique, the accuracy
along the length and width dimensions will be unaffected as they are
characterized by the camera, instead of the CCS.

6. Concluding remarks

6.1. Key outcomes

In this work, we have conceptualized, designed, built, and experi-
mentally validated a fast and accurate offline approach to characterize
the size and shape of cuboidal particles. Commercial techniques that
have the potential to tackle such a characterization often suffer from
slow data acquisition and optical issues. Except for dual-projection
imaging setups, like the DISCO [76], most imaging devices developed
in academia measure at most two characteristic lengths. They addi-
tionally suffer from issues arising from poor image quality, overlapping
particles in dense suspensions, and particle orientation with respect to
the imaging plane. We have tried to address most, if not all, of the
aforementioned problems. To conclude, the key outcomes from this
work can be summarized as follows:

• three characteristic lengths (length, width, and thickness) of en-
sembles of cuboidal particles can be accurately obtained by em-
ploying a combination of imaging and chromatic confocal mi-
croscopy

• characterization of the size and shape of cuboidal particles can be
achieved in a practical amount of time and in theory faster than
existing commercial techniques

• issues associated with particle orientation and high suspension
densities – that often plague online imaging tools – can be elim-
inated by using an offline characterization tool coupled with a
robust dry powder disperser

6.2. Key limitations

We acknowledge that despite the accurate characterization of the
size and shape, as evidenced by the analysis presented in this work,
the following limitations with our proposed technique must be kept in
14

mind:
• Both the single-line scan and full scan can lead to incorrect height
measurements due to hardware limitations when facets of crys-
talline particles exhibit steep angles with the substrate (in excess
of 20◦)

• Our technique cannot be used to obtain high time-resolution
data in real-time, in contrast to techniques like the DISCO [76].
This can potentially have implications in its eventual application
in reliably extracting multidimensional kinetic parameters for
crystallization phenomena

• The CCS technique depends on the strength of the light reflected
from the surface. This will lead to noise in the signal arising from
the irregular surface of crystals, which can potentially affect the
3D reconstruction and the estimation of particle thickness

Despite the aforementioned limitations, it should be evident that the
proposed technique is a powerful addition in the toolbox for anyone
who works on particulate matter. The technique can aid in trou-
bleshooting processes that suffer from poor particle sizes and shapes,
by providing a fast and accurate characterization of the PSSD.
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Additional information on the experimental setup; evaluation of 3D
reconstruction of steel feeler gauges; definition of shape descriptors
of binary projections; definition of particle size and shape distribu-
tion; and properties of 1D thickness and 3D particle size and shape
distributions.
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at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.powtec.2023.119032.
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